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About This Game

Neon Warp is a simple yet very unique puzzle game.

On each level there are blocks of 3 colors. When you move the frame from a block of one color to a block of another a third
color appears.

Using this technique your goal is to repaint all blocks into a single color and you need to do it with least amount of turns.

Features

150 levels

Time trial mode with 10+ levels

Full controller support

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Title: Neon Warp
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Axel Sonic
Publisher:
Axel Sonic
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,French,Italian,German
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neon warpaffine. neon wrap skirt. neon war paint. neon wrapping paper uk. neon wrap bikini. neon wrap dress. neon wrapping
paper. neon wrap around heels. neon wrap top

Fun and challenging city builder, with a unique take that I enjoyed. A beautifully crafted, well executed love letter to
vaporwave, the early internet, and all things ａｅｓｔｈｅｔｉｃ. A walking sim with light platforming and puzzles all taking place
within colorful, cleverly contructed, meme-filled enviornments. The main story is light and lacking in a few departments, but
somehow still pulls off an impactful, memorable ending. If you're a fan of vaporwave or internet nostalgia, you owe it to
yourself to play this game.. Absolutely beautiful. The cards are amazing, the setting is charming, and it's a completely unique
game. I'll be playing this frequently and definitely recommend it. Runs great on the Rift with a GTX 980ti.. looks good play's
well in VR good story .. Amazing game, you will not regret buying. Anyone considering this should buy because it is a worthy
investment both for your money and for your time spent as a gamer on this top quality product\/company.. I wish the
Y8-Gunship was an actual pointstreak on the main game. It better be an actual pointstreak on Ghosts 2.. Eventhough some
additions of
explosive, magnet, purple tagging, vanishing, risizing blocks ..etc

Same style of simple, clearing and physic drops
that reliance heavily on 'Luck' to drop on a clear spot.
Some stages even require no effort to move on.
Spent more time waiting for the achievement popups to finish scrolling by
so I may press 'Next'.

Overall still playable
but truthfully the Series or to say the Zup Wannabes are getting dull.
Yet the foolish, us
still pays a dollar for the achievements.. this game is fun and weird. I've played the VR experience first, and then watched the
short film, and neither really impressed me.
Too short, too much talk, too little suspense. I'm not sure what you're supposed to feel, if anything, but it didn't work for me.
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not expecting much at the start but its a petty good game. City Quest has a little more heart than at first look. Some writing
prowess with very few dialog mistakes and dialog is not disjointed either. It all flows well. Nice to have 4 paths to play with
achievements as well.

It does have a lot of rude, crude humor so not child friendly.

You can see my video review and gameplay footage.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/y2J-4_wpFGA. There's quite a few reviews that describe this game the same way. I think the primary reason
behind that is The Legend of Dark Witch 2 is 100% an homage, if not a 'love letter', to the Parodius and Megaman franchieses.

It starts with the base mechanics... You have in level upgrades that you can select as you accumulate 'Tres'. This is the
Gradius\/Parodius mechanic. A bar along the bottom of the screen grows as you kill enemies, the farther along the bar you are,
the more powerful (relatively) the upgrade is. You can activate the power-up at anytime with a button press (B on an XBox
controller). 100% the Parodius power-up system.

Each level has an end boss with a specific weapon that you learn once you beat them. To get to them it's a side scrolling, run and
gun platformer. You can play the levels, for the most part, in any order. This is 100% the Megaman modality.

The two styles mesh perfectly together. Playing through on Casual, the game was simple enough but it had sufficent challenge
and I'm looking forward to tackling the harder levels.

I do see this as more of a Parodius X Megaman than Gradius based on the beautiful, charasmatic and cartoony characters and
environments. Several of the stages are just full of detail and really harken back to the 32-Bit console days. TLoDW2 feels like
a Sega Saturn game.

Even better, the mechanics aren't limited to just choose your power-ups and choose your path. There is also a light RPG
mechanics where the Tres you accumulate is carried over. You can then exchange Tres, and the hidden Syega crystals, for
upgrades to your weapons and power-ups. I horded Tres probably a lot longer than I should, mostly just upgrading the increased
Tres drops by enemies (always take your XP multipliers when offered) and increased base damange. I strugged a bit on the final
boss until I really committed to increasing my overall health (which was a mistake to hold off on) and unlocking at least the
recovery magic item.

I was enjoying the game up until that point, but I realized I loved this title when presented with the new game plus and mini-
game options. For New Game+ you unlock the bonuses you want with another form of the Syega currency. Things like higher
jump, simplified blocking and increased health. Even better, you not only earn Syega by completing the game but by playing the
mini-games! Spending some time with the video poker mode, I was able to unlock more bonuses. And while it's just video
poker, I loved having a way to unlock power ups in a relaxed, low key manner.

Clearly a ton of thought and heart went into this game.. Played it for a bit, it's really fun. You can change history if you want e.g.
make the UK help Germany, etc. I recommend it.

There's just one thing, I think the DLC's should be  cheaper . The price of the game should be  lower as the game has been
out for a  while now .. +Good Story
-Buggy Game. It has the Monkeylord, that is all that needs to be said.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

�� Suitable For ��
☐ Kids
☑ Teens
☑ Adults
☐ Human
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☐ Alien

�� PC Requirements ��
☐ Potato
☑ Decent
☐ Rich boiii....

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☑ Decent
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music/Audio ♬
☐ Earrape
☐ Bad
☑ Not too bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ Eargasm

☠ Difficulties ☠
☐ Easy
☑ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Insane
☐ Unfair
☐ Difficulty?

§ Bugs §
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☐ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Just don‘t
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☑ Boring
☐ Fun
☐ Challenging
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۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ It’s free!
☐ Worth the price
☐ Wait for Sale
☑ If u have some spare money left
☐ You could also just burn your money
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
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